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Disclaimer

My instruction represents my best current 
understanding of the topics, and does not 
necessarily represent the views of the 
Federal Government, the Department of 
Defense, or the DOD Polygraph Institute.
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Admin notes

What this presentation does not cover
Published scientific studies
Cold War CM programs
DPI’s CM findings

What this presentation does cover
CM taxonomy, framework, perspectives
What today’s threat is
How to recognize CMs
How to deal with them…and how NOT to
Case studies

Today’s presentation is oriented toward the CQT.



Doug,
I bought your program 2 weeks ago, on a Thursday. I passed my test 

on the following Monday. I was still nervous when I walked in to the office.
But, when the terrorist started doing everything you said he would do, I
started to get more comfortable. It was textbook.

It went so good, I thought I must have failed. But, when I got the 
phone call 5 days later, saying I passed and I was hired, I felt like the world 
was lifted off my shoulder. By the way, if you print this letter, I want everyone 
to know that I did lie on the test. The program didn't help someone with just a 
bad case of the nerves, it helped someone who out and out lied on two 
questions. They were not serious infractions, but I knew I had to lie. I can't 
thank you enough.

You helped me get my dream job.
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Military case

Case study # 1
(examiner unknown)
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Military LSD urinalysis test

• A military unit underwent a surprise urinalysis test.  
One of the soldiers came up positive for LSD.  

• The soldier adamantly denied having taken any 
LSD.  He said he had been with friends over the 
weekend who took some.  They had urged him to 
take some, too, but he refused.  Someone must have  
slipped him some without his knowledge.

• He agreed to take a polygraph, which was 
administered on October 23, 1998.
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LSD pretest

• The pretest interview was normal.  The 
subject did not change his account.

• He denied surfing the Internet re the 
polygraph.

• The following questions were reviewed 
with him.
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LSD case MGQT Question list

• I1.   Are the lights on in this room?
• SR2.  Regarding your positive urinalysis for LSD, DYI to answer

each Q about that truthfully?
• C3.  Btwn the ages of 20 & 30, DYE lie to s.o. who trusted you?
• R4.  DY use any form of LSD in the week before that urinalysis?
• I5.   Is the door to this room closed?
• R6.  DY use any illegal drug in the week before that urinalysis?
• C7.  Prior to 1998, DYE lie to cover up a mistake?
• I8.  Are you now sitting down?
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Chart I-1 (first half)

C3 R4 I5 I1
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Char I-1  (last half)
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Examiner’s analysis 

• Significant responses to R4 & R6.
• Unusual respiratory pattern (but late) on I5.
• Nothing unusual on C3 & C7.

• Examiner ran a 2d chart.
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Chart I-2 (first half)
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Chart I-2 (last half)
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Examiner’s analysis

• Charts showed more reactivity to CQs, less 
to RQs.

• Movement distortion in cardio on first I8.
• Strange respiratory tracings on I5 (delayed) 

and both I8s.
• Suspects CMs on I8.
• Examiner runs the 3rd chart.
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Chart I-3 (first half)
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Chart I-3 (last half)
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Examiner’s analysis

• Starts looking DI again, but…
• Strange respiratory pattern on I8.
• Rest of chart looks normal.
• Subject denied trying to influence test.
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Examiner’s conclusions

• DI to knowingly taking LSD.
• CMs applied at IQs.

• Question:  If those IQ reactions had 
occurred on the CQs, what would your 
decision have been?
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What I see in the charts…
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Chart I-1 (first half)

C3 R4 I5 I1

Significant GSR

Massive cardio
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Chart I-1 (first half)

C3 R4 I5 I1

Unusually regular 
pneumo:

a CM indicator 
when on RQs
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Chart I-1 (first half)

C3 R4 I5 I1

Deep breath followed by 
sustained cardio rise.  He 
“did something,” prob. 
anal sphincter.  DB is the 
symptom, not the cause.  
GSR caused by the DB; 
not significant as a CM 
indicator.
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Chart I-1 (first half)

C3 R4 I5 I1

When he stopped 
squeezing his anal 
sphincter, he started 
using the DGW #4 
respiratory pattern.
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Char I-1  (last half)

Genuine reactions, 
all channels, on 
R6.  No evidence 
of CMs elsewhere.
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Chart I-2 (first half)

Note 
significant RQ 
reactions
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Chart I-2 (first half)
Upper pneumo 
disengages from 
lower; fractured 
appearance; abrupt

Movement 
artifact
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Chart I-2 (last half)
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Chart I-3 (first half)

GSR “inverted”

Mvmt artifact

Reactions too 
strong in all 
channels for an 
irrelevant.  Cf I5
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Chart I-3 (last half)

Baseline disengages, 
doesn’t recover;   TGTBT

Timing not right.  DGW #2

Delayed; Anal sphincter;  
onset/offset correlates w/ 
respiration
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Conclusions

– Clearly recognizable as CMs, even if they had 
occurred on CQs.

– Although this subject did not admit to using 
CMs, these charts have instructional value 
because they show the exact same patterns 
observed in verified CM cases.

– Before the day is over, these will be obvious to 
you, too.
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Academia’s bias

"There's only one thing worse than a lie detector that 
doesn't work, and that's a lie detector that does wor 
The only thing worse than a lie detector 

that doesn’t work, is one that does work.

Robert L. Park, Ph.D., Univ. of Maryland 
As quoted by Joanne Loviglio, Associated Press, 6/6/03
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Polygrapher’s bias

Countermeasures aren’t a problem.  They don’t work.  
I’ve caught people who used them.

Anonymous



PS: I out and out lied to this guy. He was so sure of his machine, that he didn't 
even consider any other possibilities.

YOU ARE A GOD!!!! It worked! This guy, if you recall, I asked you if
you were familiar with him. Well, he was familiar with YOU! He was going
through his schpiel about how you can't beat a polygraph, telling me
everything you said, but in reverse. Then he says "there’s even this guy on
the internet, if you send him $50.00 he'll send you something about how to
beat a polygraph". He told me that what you sold was not going to work and
any good polygrapher could detect it. Something about it not being a reaction. I got a 
little nervous at that, but I prevailed. He told me that the GSR sensors measured the 
electricity in my body, strike one for him!

Then he gave me the test. I was nervous, but I got through it. Then he had me
pick a number off of ones he wrote on a piece of paper and lie about the one
I picked. I used the technique, and he bought it! I guess he should have spent 
$50.00! The reading on his game showed EXACTLY what I told the machine to 
say. Then he gave me a second test. This time I was REALLY
confident. When I was finished, he looked at the graph and said "you passed".

I stung him but GOOD! A MILLION THANKS TO YOU! You have made me a very
happy man. It was more than worth what I paid for it. 

Dear Doug,
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Basic concepts & definitions

• Countermeasures (CMs) & manipulations
• Counter-countermeasures & 

Anti-countermeasures
• Chart vs non-chart (e.g., behavioral) CMs
• Point vs state CMs
• Low, mid-, & high level CMs
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Manipulation

• When a person does something to affect the 
outcome of the test, he is manipulating the test.
– Manipulate the charts (Chart manipulations)
– Manipulate the examiner (Behavioral  manips.)

• When a guilty person manipulates, it is a 
countermeasure because he tries to make the test 
turn out wrong.

• When an innocent person manipulates, it is 
augmentation because he tries to make the test 
turn out right.
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M/CMs  (Barland, 2000)

q CMs are the real threat…because they can make the test turn 
out wrong
– For remainder of presentation, as a term of convenience, I will only 

refer to CMs

• Attempts to  augment charts cannot be distinguished from 
CMs

• Therefore, attempts to augment carry a cost for the innocent 
subject…
– if detected, they must be treated as CMs or purposeful non-cooperation 

(PNC): the person doesn’t pass the polygraph no matter how positive 
the score
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Counter-countermeasures 
(CCMs)

• Any action taken specifically by an examiner 
to verify or negate a suspected 
countermeasure

• Urine specimen to identify drugs

• “Yes”  answered Qs on RI test
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Anti-Countermeasures (ACMs)
-- Lynn Marcy (about 1990)

• Any action taken routinely by an examiner to 
identify or negate potential CMs

• Urine specimen to identify drugs

• “Yes” answered Qs on RI test

The distinction between ACMs and CCMs lies not in the action 
taken,  but in the reason for the action
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CM Taxonomy

• Non-chart CMs 
– Behavioral
– Operational or procedural
– Third party

• Chart CMs
– Physical
– Mental
– Pharmacological/Chemical
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Taxonomy (Honts, 1987)

• Point CMs
– Turned on and off at specific points during a 

test. e.g., creating a reaction on CQs.

• State CMs
– Remain constant or steady throughout test. 

e.g., taking valium prior to test.
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Taxonomy of 
CM sophistication (Barland, 1995)

• Low, mid-, high level CMs
• Low level  (Pre-Internet)

– Not taught. Instinctive; no authoritative information
– Primary threat until 6 years ago.

• Mid-level   (Internet)
– Self taught. Knows about polygraphs, CQ formats, CMs
– Primary threat today because of Internet

• High-level   (Organizational)
– Not a concern for private or police examiners at present
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What you were probably taught:

– CMs are easy to detect
– Movements especially easy to detect

• You can see the subject move  -- and
• You will see movement artifacts in the chart

– Drugs ineffective or easy to detect
– You can only beat the E, not the charts
– Experienced, alert Es can’t be fooled
– Only way to beat polygraph is with a stick

– These apply only to low level CMs
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Test assumptions

• Any valid test procedure makes certain assumptions must be 
correct in order for the results to be accurate

• Statistical tests
– Numbers must be proper level [e.g., nominal, ordinal, interval or ratio] 

for the type of test.
– Number of subjects must be adequate.

• Psychological diagnostic tests, e.g. MMPI
– Subject is naïve, reads all questions, answers honestly, etc.

• If the test assumptions are not met, the results may not be 
reliable.
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The administration & scoring of the CQT 
depends upon certain assumptions

– The subject is naïve
• He believes the polygraph is highly accurate
• He doesn’t know how the test is structured or scored
• He doesn’t know about the existence of control questions, much less be 

able to recognize them
– The examiner is in control; He must direct psychological set

• He must develop adequate control questions based upon the subject’s 
unique background & experience, largely assessed during the pretest.

• He must “set them” properly; this requires reliance on behavioral cues
• He must recognize or control most or all countermeasure attempts

– The subject cannot manipulate the autonomic NS
• The numerical score accurately reflects what happened on the test

Not one of these assumptions is true for any examinee who turns to 
the Internet before entering your exam room!
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• We used to operate in a world in which most 
subjects were naïve about the polygraph, and 
applied only low level countermeasures.

• Today we live in a world in which an increasing 
number of subjects know a lot about the polygraph, 
they have been taught to hate us, and they apply 
sophisticated countermeasures.
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Behavioral CMs

The under-rated threat
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Examiner expectations

• You tend to see what you expect to see.
• Your pretest is influenced by your expectations.

– If you believe the examinee is very likely innocent, 
you conduct your test accordingly.

– You work to keep the subject from reacting.
– When that doesn’t work, you want to rationalize 

reactions away.
• This psychological set of the examiner is what 

makes behavioral countermeasures so effective.



Mr Williams: 

I had my polygraph as scheduled.... I had the time of 
my life playing the ignoramus in front of the skilled 
electronic "interrogator" operator.   I must say that I was a 
bit nervous at first, but when he showed me the stim test 
results, I silently knew that I had called his bluff. The rest 
was just a confidence exercise. 

Thanks a lot Doug.  I passed the test!  I will now 
be a cop in my local town 
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Behavioral CMs
Post-test

• Look, act innocent; “innocent” denials
• Explanations

– Serial, trivial admissions (screening)
– “Untestable” alibi:  “emotional Italian” 

(criminal)
• Bribes, threats
• 3rd party influence
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Third party CMs (Barland, 1999)

• Any action taken by a third party, directly 
or indirectly, which could limit or degrade 
the examiner’s ability to detect or exploit 
deception.  
– The action may be directed toward the subject, 

the polygraph, or the examiner.
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Third party - examples

• Lawyer who minimizes importance, value, or accuracy 
of polygraph prior to test.

• Lawyer who limits what case facts E receives, or the 
light in which they are presented.

• Lawyer who limits what questions E may ask.
• Internet sites providing anti-polygraph info & advice.
• Wife who calls S on cell phone during test.
• Lawyer prohibits or interrupts interrogation.
• Legal action restricting polygraph usage, e.g. EPPA
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What is the single most effective 
countermeasure?
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Don’t take the test!!

This is a behavioral CM, not a chart 
CM.
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The one CM   I  most fear is a third 
party countermeasure:

• Have congress outlaw the use of the 
polygraph

• This CM has been set in motion on the Internet.  I believe it 
could well succeed vis-à-vis screening examinations

• The current law suit against FBI, DEA, & USSS is promulgated 
on the Internet
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• DOE is a classic example of how the Internet 
organizes and orchestrates scientific objections.

• Congress authorized tests of up to 10,000 DOE 
personnel.  Anti-polygraph Web forces, working 
with several DOE scientists, nearly forced the 
Secretary of Energy to reduce the size of the 
program to 686 DOE personnel.

• Fortunately, Congress prevailed.
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Low level behavioral case
APA Newsletter (1998)

• Ohio Hwy Patrol trooper Blake tested Steven Howard on 12 Aug 98 re 
attempted rape.  During break, Blake observed Howard via CCTV “doing 
something” to polygraph, but couldn’t see exactly what.

• When testing resumed, respiratory channel was a straight line.  Blake 
again stepped out of room, observed via CCTV.

• Howard chewed the end off one of the pneumo sensors, including the 
internal wire.  He also gnawed through one of the lead wires on the GSR.

• When confronted, Howard asked to see lawyer; testing stopped.
• 3 behavioral CMs: 

– damaged polygraph; 
– made no admission; 
– Requested lawyer; couldn’t be tested further.
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Chart countermeasures
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Definition: Chart CMs

• Chart countermeasures (CMs) are those 
deliberate techniques a deceptive person 
uses to avoid being called deceptive when 
his physiological responses are being 
recorded during a polygraph examination.
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Point countermeasures (Barland, 1998)

• Almost always used to create reactions, not inhibit them.
– Effective in creating reactions (Honts et.al).
– Ineffective in inhibiting them (Elaad & Ben-Shakhar).

• Always mental & physical, never drug/chemical.
• Effective against CQ tests.
• Probably effective, though less so, against POT, SPOT, 

GK tests, because use is suspicious.
• Presumed largely ineffective against RI tests.
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State manipulations (Barland, 1998)

• Almost always used to inhibit reactions.
• Primarily drugs and some mental.

• (Note: stimulants would enhance reactions).

• Seldom physical (except paced resp and some SDB).

• Presumed effective against RI, POT tests.
• Presumed ineffective against CQ, GK tests.
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Tests’ susceptibilities (Barland, 1998)

• The CQT is extremely vulnerable to point CMs, 
but largely impervious to state CMs.

• The RI test is vulnerable to state CMs such as 
drugs, but largely impervious to point CMs 
including most mental and physical CMs.

The RI test is the test of preference on polygraph examiners
or when point CMs are suspected.
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How to discriminate between 
normal innocent 
and CM’d charts
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Orienting Response (OR)
(Adapted from Williams (2002))
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Most normal polygraph responses 
look like orienting responses (ORs)

• Respiration
– shallower
– slower
– both mean respiratory line length shortens

• GSR
– Simple rise & recovery; not complex

• Cardio
– Pressure curve  - simple rise & recovery; not complex
– Heart rate  - Biphasic response: initial increase 

followed by large decrease, recovery
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Characteristics of guilty charts with
low level CMs (Barland, 2000)

• Overall appearance
– Messy
– Frequent movement distortions, particularly in cardio
– Frequent respiratory distortions, deep breaths

• Respiratory channel  -- only channel they think they can control
– Amplitude very irregular
– Frequent deep breaths (randomly or on IQs or on RQs or, later, on CQs)
– Amplitude, rate often change at announcement of test beginning

• Slows down
• Deeper

– Rate often abnormally slow(er) on RQs -- tries not to react
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Characteristics of guilty charts with 
low level CMs (Barland, 2000)

• Electrodermal channel
– Usually not targeted
– Occasionally has frequent movement artifacts or sudden 

plunges
– Rarely:  Flat if antihistamines or other suppressants taken

• Ethnic hair oils & gels may cause flat tracings; usually not a CM
• Some prescribed or illegal drugs may cause flat or plunging tracings 

• Cardio channel
– Often contains movement artifacts

• Note whether random, on IQs, RQs, or CQs.  Reveals knowledgeability 
and strategy
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Characteristics of mid-level CM charts (Barland, 2000)

• Overall appearance: 
– neat, orderly
– no movement artifacts
– Reactions to CQs often massive; usually significant 

reactions to RQs except from innocents; may be smaller 
than expected with guilties because psychological set is 
evenly divided with CQs

– CQ reactions different from those generated by reflexes
• Respiratory tracings weird; no physiological reflex can account 

for them.  Massive shifts in baseline; baselines often 
desynchronize, “float”

• Cardio reactions often massive in size, duration; often complex 
wave form
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Sexual molestation 
Simmons: Aug 1998
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Sexual molestation 
Simmons: Aug 1998

SDB (1/6 secs = 10/min)

DGW #4

Baselines diverge

Suspicious activity

Movements

Massive, prolonged 
response
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What – God forbid – you may 
have been taught

Any change 
from a person’s norm

is a reaction.
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What – God forbid – you may 
have been taught

Any change 
from a person’s norm

is a reaction.
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The Internet War

What CMs they teach:
the current threat
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Internet realities

• The internet has created a whole new testing 
environment

• There is a tremendous amount of anti-polygraph and 
anti-CQT information out there

• It serves as a rallying point for opposition to the 
polygraph:   legal, scientific, and applied

• We must be alert for both CMs from the guilty, and 
augmentation from the knowledgeable innocent.
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Goals of the Internet War

• Short range:
– Teach people how to beat the polygraph.

• Intermediate range:
– Abolish screening tests, using both the judicial 

system and the legislative branch.
• Long range:

– Get congress to outlaw the polygraph 
altogether, including criminal exams.
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The Internet War

• This is a war of attrition.
• Time is on their side, not ours.

– The more people who are screened out --
whether rightly and wrongly -- the more voices 
there are in the growing anti-polygraph Internet 
chorus.
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29 Jul 98
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May 8, 2002
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Sites you need to monitor 
regularly

• Doug Williams’ site
www.polygraph.com

– Date of current manual (Jan 30, 2003)
– Testimonials

• Maschke & Scalabrini’s site
www.AntiPolygraph.org

– CM bulletin board:  
click on “message board”

– Articles, etc.
• CAAWP subscription

– Email to:  Listserv@listserv.boisestate.edu
say SUBSCRIBE CAAWP (your name)



Douglas G. Williams 
in his former office at Hydro 

Industrial
Chickasha, OK
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Polygraph.Com

• First known polygraph CM site
• Established ~ March 1996
• Run by Douglas G. Williams
• Private business.  Sole item is “How to 

Sting the Polygraph”  [$47.45]
• Also includes web page with 23 pages of 

testimonial letters
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Jul 29, 2002
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DGW home page, 6/6/03
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DGW Home page, Feb 17, 2003
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6/6/03
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DGW home page 6/6/03
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Douglas Gene Williams

• USAF (Jan 67 - May 69): White House Situation Room.  
TS/SCI/President’s Eyes Only clearances 

• BS 1972 in Police Science from Oklahoma City University
• Oklahoma City PD, 1969 - 1979  (Det. Sgt.)
• 1972 graduate of Dick Arther’s NTC for Lie Detection
• Conducted over 6,000 exams, 1972 - 1979

– About 1,000 per year, or 3 - 4 per day
– 60% pre-employment, 40% criminal/internal affairs

• Has testified before congressional committees, consulted with 
OTA, lectured at colleges & universities, and appeared 
frequently on radio & TV
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Dick Arther’s influence

• Behavior is highly indicative of guilt or innocence.
• A major value of the polygraph is to elicit pretest information and post-test 

confessions.  Go for pretest confessions when possible.
• Inclusive CQs (“Have you ever….”)  [Backster invented exclusive controls]
• Respiration is the most sensitive and most accurate channel.  
• Cardio is second most important.  GSR is unimportant, even irrelevant.
• Evaluate charts holistically; usually no need to evaluate GSR at all.

[Backster invented numerical scoring; Arther doesn’t teach it].   
• CMs are detectable because they cause jerky tracings 

(e.g. movement artifacts in cardio).
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Doug’s motivation
• What it is not:

– Financial.  Often gives his manual away.
– Fame.  

• It is likely a combination of things that has evolved:
– Initially two factors:  

• It doesn’t work, except to get confessioin; 95% interrogation tool
• Revulsion at how the polygraph was being misused for pre-employment 

screening  [“You’re not calling enough people queers!”]
– Later (in last decade):  how many false positives it has, and how many 

people are being damaged by that

• Now is a Holy Crusade against polygraph
• It is unscientific, doesn’t really work except as psychological club
• It is biased against the truthful, innocent person
• It is coercive, invades privacy, is un-American 

• Please DON’T E-mail him about how terrible he is!
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CM training figures
• Published, started selling hard copy of “Sting” manual in May, 1979
• Between 1979 and 1996 has lectured on CMs to about 30,000 

examinees to “take control” of their exam, to “con the con man”
– 1979 - 1996  Gave CM seminars for various groups
– Largest was in about 1985 when lectured and demonstrated CM techniques at 

at Union meeting for 5,000 sworn LE officers in Harlington TX
– For 6 years lived in back seat of car while traveling around US campaigning 

for EPPA, speaking on radio talk shows, telling how to beat polygraph.  Spent 
about $30,000 of his own money to do this.

• Since March, 1996, has been on Internet and distributed about 
10,000 copies of his manual, often for free.  Only now is profitable.

• Receives 10 to 15 calls per day, 30 to 50 e-mails per day seeking CM 
advice
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If you were to train someone in 
CMs, what would you tell them?
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What the the Internet teaches
• Ethics

– The polygraph is pseudoscientific claptrap.  It doesn’t work
– It’s not enough to tell the truth to pass; you must help things along
– Examiners are con men; you must con the con man

• Familiarization, what to expect.  Seeks to demythologize polygraph, 
hence reduce fear of RQs

• Teach behavioral CMs:
– Be friendly, don’t antagonize examiner
– Look, behave innocently

• Create CQ reactions
– Control your breathing: React on CQs, breathe normally on RQs
– Anal sphincter; bite tongue; toes to floor

• Post-test counter-interrogation strategy
– Post-test accusations are a ploy; don’t fall for it.
– Never, ever confess
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Doug Williams

• Stresses that everybody is likely to fail polygraph 
unless they protect themselves against it by 
manipulating results.

• Polygraph is used solely to intimidate, coerce 
information from naïve people.
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Pretest behavioral CMs

• Always appear cooperative, act sincere, use plenty of eye 
contact, stay alert.  Never exhibit any hostility, arrogance, 
or fear.

• Look the examiner in the eyes when you talk to him.  If 
you can’t do that, focus on the bridge of his nose, right 
between his eyes.

• If asked about reading up on how to beat the polygraph, 
reply innocently,  “Oh, I didn’t think it could be beaten.  
Can it?”
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Stim test

• Don’t try to subvert it.  Congratulate him on his expertise.   
Tell him you are now more confident than ever the test will 
show you are telling the truth.

• Optional:  Manipulate your reaction to the selected number.
– It shows him you are a good, reactive subject.
– He will more readily accept your manipulated reactions on the main test.
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Practice tests

• Practice the three different type of tests 
beforehand.  Have a friend read the questions to 
you or record them on a tape recorder.  Answer 
yes or no, while at the same time manipulating or 
controlling your reactions.  PRACTICE MAKES 
PERFECT, SO PRACTICE!!!!!!!!
– CIA CQ test re security leak
– RI pre-employment screening test
– Periodic exam
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Evolution of Doug’s chart CMs

• 1979  - Do one resp pattern & sphincter to one CQ only.
• Next   - Do one resp & sphincter on all CQs.
• Then   - Do all 5 resp patterns & sphincter on all CQs
• Oct 2001: 1st chart:  Do any resp pattern & sphincter to all CQs

2nd chart: Only sphincter, only on one CQ
3rd chart: Do nothing.

– He changes his advice  based on feedback from those who are caught.
– Don’t tell your subjects how you detected their CMs!!!
– Keep abreast of his current advice!!
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DGW: Counter-interrogation techniques

• “Remember, the whole test is nothing but an interrogation.  The 
sole purpose of the polygraph test is to get incriminating 
information from the subject.  The polygrapher … relies on his 
ability to con you or scare you.”

• Williams then lists 147 questions asked during the pretest of a 
sample police pre-employment screening exam

• “The polygrapher…may also tell you that passing the test is more 
important than any admissions you make, and that it will be to 
your advantage to tell the complete truth in order to pass the exam.  
He will exhort you to ‘get everything off your mind, discuss 
anything that is worrying you, so that nothing interferes with your 
polygraph test.’  Do not be deceived.”
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DGW: Counter-interrogation techniques

• If asked what question you remember out of them all, 
always say you remember the CQs, because that indicates 
to him it troubles you the most.  Never indicate by words 
or actions that the relevant questions caused you any 
trouble at all.  

• If asked why you reacted to a CQ, make up some reason 
like, “I remember the look in my daddy’s eyes when he 
found out I had stolen the harmonica.”

• Never ask how you did on the test.  Thank him for his 
time, and leave the room.
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DGW:  CQ types

• Known or probable lie
• Irrelevant
• Embarrassing personal question (rare)
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The polygrapher is constantly alert of [sic] a person who is 
controlling his breathing.  (See Exhibit D).  You will notice 
the difference between the normal and controlled breathing 
pattern.  The controlled breather shows his attempt to 
control by consciously thinking of his breathing only to the 
point that he inhales and exhales, he breathes in and 
immediately breathes out, showing a jagged edged tracing.



In order to covertly control your breathing, you must duplicate the 
normal breathing pattern shown in Exhibit D.  Your breathing should 
appear even and restful.  You have a pattern for a normal breathing if 
you simply breathe as though you are asleep and you are not aware of 
your breathing.  Try to inhale and exhale the same amount of air each 
time in order to maintain the even baseline.  This normal breathing 
pattern is what the polygrapher would expect to see from a cooperative, 
truthful person.  Remember:  (1) your breathing is recorded on the 
polygraph chart by the pneumo pens, (2) you must avoid a jagged edged 
breathing pattern, and (3) breathe as though you are breathing in a 
normal relaxed matter.  Practice duplicating the normal breathing 
pattern until you can control your breathing without being obvious.
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Simply breathe by the numbers:  (1) inhale about 1/3rd the 
normal amount of air, hold slightly, and exhale slowly, showing no 
jagged edges;  (2) inhale again, this time inhaling about 2/3rds the 
normal amount of air, exhale slowly;  (3) inhale and exhale the normal 
amount of air;  (4) inhale again, this time inhaling just a little more air 
than normal, and exhale slowly.  You now take two deep breaths, and 
resume your normal breathing.

Exhibit E shows the five common pneumo reactions.  You must 
memorize at least one of these.  I have listed them in the order in 
which they are most commonly seen, so figure 1 is the best.
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The pneumo reaction in figure 2 is manipulated by 
inhaling more than you exhale each time in a series of 
five small breaths until, with your last breath, you fill 
your lungs with slightly more than the normal amount 
of air, just like you are frightened and gasping for 
breath.  You then take two deep breaths and resume 
normal breathing.
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For those of you who feel inadequate to the task of 
duplicating a pneumo reaction, the polygraph profession 
has thoughtfully provided what is known in the trade as a 
breathing block.  Pictured in figure 3, this reaction is 
manipulated by simply holding your breath for about seven 
seconds, a definite no-brainer.  Just hold your breath for a 
few seconds and then resume normal breathing.  This is the 
easiest, but it is also the least desirable.
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Physical CMs: Resp

• Apnea:  Genuine vs. CM (hypothesized)

Genuine:

Deliberate:
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Figure 4 illustrates still another pneumo reaction which is 
manipulated by simply inhaling a normal amount of air and 
then taking a series of five to seven shallow breaths with 
your lungs partially full.
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Figure 5 is a variation of figure 4 except that you take 
five to seven shallow breaths with your lungs almost 
empty.
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Law of Inequalities

• Whenever you see a reaction on a control question
that’s “too good to be true,”  it’s probably artificial.

• Whenever you see a reaction on a relevant question 
that’s “too good to be true,” it’s probably genuine.

• Therefore, whenever you see a reaction that’s “too 
good to be true,” probe!
– Never tell them it’s “too good to be true.”
– Don’t show them the charts (don’t give any biofeedback)
– Never explain what aroused your suspicions.
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The first big Internet CM case                                                        
Peter S. London

February - June 1997
Case Study #2

London, Peter S. & Krapohl, Donald J.  
(1999).  Polygraph, 28 (2), 143-148.



Initial Case Facts

• Applied for position with a sensitive Govt. 
agency. 

• Highly desired because of his education & 
scientific/technical experience.

• Nothing from his background investigation 
prepared the examiners to expect CMs, which 
were:
– Sophisticated, multi-layered, and involved outside 

coaching.
• After confessing to other issues, he laid out his 

CM methodology, providing an educational 
opportunity for the polygraph profession.



First Session
Pretest interview

• 42 year old male
• Very likable
• Intelligent
• Well educated: Ph.D.
• Global knowledge
• Confident
• Cooperative
• Good verbal & nonverbal 

behavior

The pretest interview took longer than usual 
because the subject talked so much about 
his background in defense technology 
and counterintelligence matters.  

The examiner was kept busy making notes 
and asking questions, as the subject went 
from topic to topic.

The subject later confessed that this had been 
a CM strategy on his part.  Overload the 
examiner with so much detailed info that 
he managed control the direction of the 
pretest and to avoid areas he wished to 
conceal.



End of First Session 

• Information obtained
– Weapons technology
– Attempting to sell technology to two foreign 

intelligence services
• There were unresolved reactions on the charts



Second Session
the next day

• Re-examined by the same examiner.
• Much of the same information discussed.
• Conducted a breakdown on concealing contact with a 

foreign intelligence service.
• There continued to be unexplained reactions on the charts



Third Session - 4 Months Later
Objectives

• A different examiner conducted test: Peter London
• Resolve foreign intelligence contacts
• Explore potential penetration of U.S. Intelligence
• Explore selling of weapons technology



Pretest

• As a military officer, he had served as a General’s aide.
– At meetings, he assessed participants’ verbal, nonverbal behavior, 

and briefed the general on whom he believed to be truthful or not.
– London and John sized each other up, decided each knew a lot.

• John admitted his PhD was honorary, not earned; and 
awarded by an organization, not a university.  He has since 
been deliberately misrepresenting his academic background.

• John also admitted manipulating the previous examiner by 
information overflow.

• London attached the sensors and ran the first chart.
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Data Collection

• London suspects possible CMs.
– Observed slow breathing 
– not always a CM

• Why a big response on 3C6, but nothing on C9?
• London then ran the 2nd chart.
• Watched Subject very closely between questions.

– No movements
– No visual indicators of manipulation
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Increased Suspicion

• Slow breathing - too consistent.
• Controls - too much response.
• Controls - similar responses; like from a cookie cutter.
• Never looked at examiner between charts.
• Unable to determine exactly what John was doing to create the 

reactions, London decided to run a 3rd chart to verify that the 
reactions were deliberate.
– Watched more intensely
– Repeated controls back-to-back to collect evidence that  supported 

Subject using CMs
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Posttest on CMs

• Interrogated re manipulating the test.  London didn’t 
mention the C word.

• At first - who me?
• Themes

– it was obvious what he was doing
– credibility diminishing
– too smart to throw everything away
– conducting an experiment



Subject’s Confession
re: Preparation

• When he was called back for a third exam, he 
decided to apply countermeasures.

• Accessed Internet and library resources
• Bought and studied  “How to Sting the Polygraph”
• Called Doug Williams to discuss CM strategy.
• Tried buying polygraph 
• Bought cardio cuff to practice sphincter & tongue 

bite.
• Practiced controlling his breathing.
• Thought out and rehearsed a detailed CM strategy 

involving behavioral and physical CMs.



Subject’s Confession
Regarding CMs

• Biting tongue on charts 1& 2
• Anal sphincter contracted on chart 3
• Would not look at examiner
• He did not recognize C9 as a CQ, hence did 

nothing on that question.
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Tongue bite
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How & why he was caught

• Peter London was alert for countermeasures.
• Once his suspicions were aroused, he devised a 

plan for confirming their use.
• He interrogated.  He persisted.

– He didn’t accuse him of using countermeasures.
– He provided plausible rationalizations.
– He provided advantages for coming clean about them.
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Interrogation strategy

• Don’t use word “countermeasure.”
• Do suggest he, being intelligent, of course surfed the net re: 

polygraph.  Wanted to “help himself.”  Perfectly normal, 
understandable.  

• This was just an experiment, to see what would happen.
• Once he admits to that, get full details on what sites, booklets he 

read; real reason why he did it (intent); what he’s covering up.
• (optional):  Run GKT or POT re: CM teachers & manuals 

– (E.g. Doug Williams, George Maschke).
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Why are we able to catch 
Williams’ trainees?

• They have only a verbal description to 
guide them

• They don’t know how “hard” to do it.
– If they do it too hard, they risk being caught 

CM-ing
– If they don’t do it hard enough, their lies will 

outweigh the manipulation
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One quiet word of advice

• Don’t tell them how you caught them!
– Don’t tell them what made you suspicious.
– Don’t explain what they did wrong.
– Above all…DON’T SHOW THEM THE CHARTS.

• Telling them how we’re catching them will only make them 
refine their advice, making it harder to detect counter-
measures.
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AntiPolygraph BBS, 22 Jul 02
Beechtrees, taunting PolyCop:

• When asked to produce any example of your ability to detect 
countermeasures, you have repeatedly ignored the requests or 
declined to do so-- instead you insist you absolutely, positively 
can detect countermeasures, you have done so many times, and 
anyone who attempts them has a good chance of being 'caught' 
by you. When your bluff is called again, you beg off and say 
words to the effect that you can't describe how you do it, but if 
we were there in real time you could 'show' us-- I guess the 
entirety of the English language isn't up to the job that simple 
finger-pointing at the poly chart and-- what, grunts and clicks?--
can do. Fine, for the second time I suggest backing up your 
assertions by getting out your Big Red Pen, scanning charted 
examples of countermeasures and sending them to George, whom I 
am almost certain will be happy to post them. Get a hotmail 
account, access it through an anonymizing proxy, and send the 
proof. NOTE: Telling me you really, truly, abso-positively-
lutely can detect countermeasures will not suffice as a response, 
polycop. Neither will shrill accusations of felonious behavior on 
my part nor the outrageous attempts to link this website to 
pedophilia.
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Remember Doug’s current advice:

• 1st chart:  Sphincter and different resp 
patterns on all CQs

• 2nd chart:  Sphincter only, on only one CQ
• 3rd chart:  Do nothing
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The CQT & CMs

• The CQT is peculiarly susceptible to mid-
level CMs.  When used with DLCs, it 
invites CMs even from naïve Ss.

• The decision-making process should begin
-- not end -- with numerical scoring.
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CQT decision-making in a CM environment

1.  Always double check scores by summing across 
a.  questions, 
b.  charts, 
c.  components. 

All three dimensions should yield precisely the same score.
Within all three dimensions (questions, charts, & components), 

the scores should have no significant disagreement.
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Decision-making (cont.)

2.  Always inspect charts for CMs.
Movement artifacts

Erratic breathing, esp on RQs or CQs
Unusual, physiologically suspect reactions
Massive, often double saddle cardio reactions

HR too slow (drugs)
GSR flat or plunging  (drugs)

Overly messy charts  (very variable)
Controlled breathing (SDB) not necessarily a CM;  some innocent Ss 

resort to it.
Increasingly, some innocent subjects will manipulate their reactions;

Just because there is CM activity doesn’t mean the subject is guilty.
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Decision-making (cont)

3.  If numerically NDI, evaluate charts as if it 
were an RI test.

Ignore the CQ reactions; are there any significant RQ 
reactions?

Does S consistently react to one RQ more than the 
others?

It is encumbant upon the examiner to determine the reason for 
unexplained reactions.   Don’t accept a plausible explanation 
without verifying it by additional testing.
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Decision-making  (Cont.)

4.  If numerically NDI, compare scores to S’s 
behavior.

If everything is consistent, you can be reasonably 
confident in your decision.

If there is any significant discrepancy along any of 
these four dimensions, develop hypotheses and test them.  
If unable to resolve, consider going inconclusive.
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Decision-making (cont.)

• When a person used CMs, even if on only 
one chart, never call that person NDI.

If there is a possibility that the person is truthful, 
conduct a re-examination.

- Dick Arther, 1998
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Debrief!!

• After your subject has confessed, debrief 
him regarding countermeasures…regardless 
of whether you suspect he CMd or not.

• On interesting cases, Please send me copies 
of your charts, report, and debriefing form.
– I can best be reached at 

Barland@DirecWay.com
– No “t” in DirecWay
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The Sad SAT case
Case Study #3

Examiner: Ed Gelb
August 24, 2002

Prepared by Gordon H. Barland, Ph.D.
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Case facts

• John, a high school senior, took the SAT on 
November 3, 2001.  He applied to Stanford, and was 
accepted.

• In March, Stanford received an anonymous letter: 
John had paid Mike $ 3,000 to take the SAT for him.

• Stanford asked the Educational Testing Service (ETS) 
to investigate.  ETS hired a handwriting expert to 
examine John’s and Mike’s SAT writing.  He said the 
handwriting matched Mike’s, not John’s.

• Based upon the handwriting analysis, Stanford 
notified John he would not be allowed to matriculate.
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First exam

• John’s father had John polygraphed:  NDI.
• Stanford conducted its own investigation.  They 

hired a different handwriting analyst, who also 
concluded the handwriting on the disputed exam 
matched that of Mike, not John.

• Stanford agreed to re-admit John if he passed a 2nd

polygraph administered by an examiner of their 
choice: Ed Gelb.

• Ed administered a Zone Comparison Test on 
August 24, 2002.
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Gelb’s Pretest Interview

• Ed asked if John had searched Internet.  John said 
no.  Ed said “There’s a lot of misinformation out 
there.  If you’re considering countermeasuring, 
forget it!”

• John denied hiring Mike; it would have been 
illogical, since Mike isn’t as smart.  Mike had a 
lower SAT score than John did.

• He said the test didn’t match his normal 
handwriting because he’d had a cast on his arm.
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Numbers test
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Numbers Test

“Choose a number between 2 and 10. … What number 
did you choose?”

“7”
John wrote 7; Ed added 4, 5, 6;   8, 9.
“Answer ‘no’ to every question.  Try not to get caught.”
Ed drew a typical cardio baseline peaking at 7, 

explained how a person relaxes afterwards.  
“You can try a.t. you want, mental or physical, not to 

have your lie at 7 detected.”
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Numbers test

Suspicious 
movements
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Stim test

Suspicious 
movements

Suspicious 
respiratory 
notch
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Stim test

Suspicious 
movements

Suspicious 
respiratory 
notch

Suspicious 
cardio rises; 
bracket  7
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11 beats per 5 seconds

= 132 BPM

Numbers test (detail)
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Stim test

• Ed didn’t show the chart.  He merely said, 
“Great!  Now the computer is programmed 
to know exactly how your body reacts when 
you lied.”

• “Now we’ll run the main test.”



Question list
14.  Are you now sitting down?
39. DY plan to tell the truth on this test about whether someone else 

took those SAT II tests for you Nov. 3, 2001?
25.  Are you convinced I won’t ask you an unreviewed question?
C46.  Before 2001, DYE cheat or take unfair advantage to get what 

you wanted?
R33.  DY take both of those [last name] SAT II tests, Nov. 3, 2001?
C47.  Before 2001, DYE try to appear truthful when you knew you 

were lying?
R35.  Did someone else take either of those SAT II tests for you last 

Nov. 3?
C48.  Before 2001, DYE break a rule, regulation, or the law and not get 

caught?
26.  Is there something else you’re afraid I’ll ask you a question about, 

even though I told you I would not?
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Chart I-1
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Chart I-1
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Chart I-1

Significant change 
from numbers test!
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Chart I-1

Suspicious 
activity

Baselines 
diverge

Suspicious 
activity

Latency, 
amplitude, 
triple saddle
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Chart 1 (detail)

HR = 11 ½ beats in 5 secs              
=  138 BPM
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Chart I-1
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Chart I-1DGW pattern “2”

DGW pattern “2”; 
holds breath twice

Delayed onset 
Excessive amplitude 
Double saddle

Delayed onset 
Excessive amplitude 
Triple saddle

Suspicious EDA activity
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Chart I-1
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Chart I-1

Holds breath

Latency, 
magnitudeLatency, 

magnitude

DGW pattern “2”
DGW pattern “1”
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Discussion after 1st chart

• Ed noticed massive responses to all CQs, 
and that the cardio reaction was about 2 
seconds late each time.

• He gently reminded John not to try to help 
things along; if he’s telling the truth, Ed 
would have no trouble determining that.
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Chart I-2 intro

Chart I-2
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Chart I-2 spot 1

Chart I-2
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Chart I-2 spot 1

Chart I-2

Floating baseline Holding breath

Suspicious activity

Suspicious, sustained 
reaction (25-30 secs)
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Chart I-2 spot 2

Chart I-2
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Chart I-2 spot 2

Chart I-2

DGW pattern “2” 
Note sudden offset DGW pattern “2”

Latency Anal sphincter?

Control ends here

Genuine reactions
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Between chart discussion

• Ed very forcefully told him to knock it off.
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Chart I-3 spot 1

Chart I-3
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Chart 3 spot 2

Chart I-3
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Chart 3 spot 2

Chart I-3

Baselines diverge

Suspicious activity
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Chart I-4 spot 1

Chart I-4
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Chart I-4 spot 2

Chart I-4
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Chart I-4 spot 2

Chart I-4

Suspicious activity
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Post-test

• Ed told John the test was inconclusive because of 
patterns similar to those in persons attempting CMs.  
John did not pass the test.

• John:  “What is a countermeasure?”
• Ed:  “John, you’re a smart boy.  What do you think it 

means?”
• John:  “Well, counter means against, so it’s something 

against the measure.”   [John had not questioned this 
during the pretest discussion.]

• Ed did not interrogate (John’s father was in the waiting 
room), and John made no admission.
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Ed Gelb’s post script

• Evidence against John, in addition to anonymous letter, 
included two independent decisions by handwriting analysts.

• During pretest, John claimed he had gotten a higher SAT 
score than Mike.  ETS says not so; John scored 600, Mike 
scored 763.  This establishes motive.

• Ed Gelb uses ACM of telling subject up front CMs don’t 
work.  But John beat the previous examiner.  When Ed’s TI 
showed he wasn’t being fooled, John backed off on using 
CMs in last two charts, went DI.  As test progressed, Ed’s 
credibility increased, Internet’s credibility decreased.

• PolyScore scored final two charts DI (p = 0.96).
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SAT  presumed CMs: 
summary

• Pretest (behavioral).  
– Lied during pretest

• Denied Internet research
• Claimed he got higher SAT score than Mike
• Claimed had broken his arm

• Numbers test
– Tried to avoid a peak by creating reactions to numbers 

immediately preceding and following the critical item.  
Did not focus on breathing; possibly bit tongue.
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SAT presumed CMs:
Summary

• Chart I-1 & I-2:
– Used DGW respirations on 1st OSI & both CQs.
– Probable anal sphincter on CQs
– U/I manipulation affecting EDR

• Post test:
– Played dumb re knowledge of CMs

• Conclusion:  Followed DGW’s manual.  
Insufficient data to know if he also read M&S 
manual, but logic suggests he probably did.
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Significant events

• Late 1950s HoIS establishes 1st CM program
• 1979 DGW publishes CM manual
• 1984 Kalashnikov manual published
• 19??  1st CM site goes online
• 1996 March DGW’s CM manual goes online
• 2000 Sep 18 Maschke & Scalabrini manual
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Doug Williams’ replacement

• The next generation:
– George W. Maschke
– Gino J. Scalabrini
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AntiPolygraph.org

• Officially opened 18 Sep 00
• Web masters are George Maschke & Gino 

Scalabrini
• Is an activist site.

– They have a very active bulletin board
– The distribute an excellent polygraph manual, 

with an  extensive chapter on CMs
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George W. Maschke
aka CPT Jones

• Born about 1964.  Graduated from Westhampton Beach HS in 1982.
• 1983 - enlisted in MI as interrogator.  Became Arabic linguist.  
• 1987 - ROTC scholarship to complete bachelor’s degree
• 1989 - Baccalaureate in Near Eastern Studies from UCLA

• Arabic & Persian (Farsi) languages  (took French in High School)
• 1990 - Attended MIOBC at Ft. Huachuca (TS/SCI clearances).  In reserves.
• Fall 1990 - starts Master’s degree in Persian at UCLA Dept. of Near Eastern 

Languages & Cultures.
• Jan 1991 - Recalled to AD for Operation Desert Storm, attached to FBI’s WMFO
• Jun? 1993 - completes Master’s degree, starts on doctorate to be done by mid 1995
• Aug? 1993 - Recalled to AD for TRADEBOMB, attached to FBI’s NYFO.

Upon release, returns to UCLA.  Remains in reserves.
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George W. Maschke
aka CPT Jones

• Fall 1994 - applies for FBI position. 
• May 15, 1995 -- failed FBI polygraph exam
• Fall 1997 - Moves to Den Haag to work as a translator at the Iran-US 

Claims Tribunal
• mid-1998 - Still working on doctorate in Persian
• January 1999 - Re-interviewed by Army CI re security clearance BI.  FBI

had reported derog info to Army based on their polygraph.
• July 1999 - Discovers NoPolygraph.com; posts as Cpt. Jones.
• Sep 18, 2000 - Opens AntiPolygraph.org with Gino J. Scalabrini
• Nov 2002 – Posts first photo of self on his site
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Playmate of the Month,
Nov. 2002
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George, My Idol
December 2002

• Photo I first saw on 26 Dec 02; 
could have been posted as early 
as about 12 Dec.
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Sample Maschke posting w/ photo
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Jul 26, 2002
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Apg.Org Re Ed Gelb – 26 Jan 03
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Apg.Ord re Ed Gelb – 27 Jan 03
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Campus Poster initiative
Dec 13, 2002
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Apg.Org re poster – 7 Feb 03
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Non campus poster
Dec 26, 2002
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Poster, Feb 7, 2003
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Marston ad, 1938

Marston
Ad
1938
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9 Oct 00

Zaid law suit appeal
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Apg home page 2/16/03
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Apg home page, Feb 26, 2003
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Apg home page, Apr-May 2003
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Anonymizers 2/16/03
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Apg BBS table of contents  2/16/03
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Apg BBS table of contents 2/16/03

Note!
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Policy BBS, 2/16/03
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Procedures (CMs) BBS, 2/16/03
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Apg CM lecture announcement 10/22/02
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CM question re CIA, May 8, 2003
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GM success story 6/6/03
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Query re CMs (May 15, 2003)
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Answer to query (May 17, 2003)
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Query: CMs too strong?  (May 16, 2003)
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Maschke’s reply (May 16, 2003)
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Sham’s next query (May 16, 2003)
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Maschke’s reply (May 16, 2003)
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GM’s rationale for providing CM info, 5/24/03
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Sacrifice relevant, May 30 2003, 7:08 AM

May 30, 2003
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Sacrifice relevant, 2:44, 2:55 pm 
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The Lie Behind the Lie Detector

George W. Maschke
&

Gino J. Scalabrini
2d edition, © 2002
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Contents

1. On the Validity of Polygraphy
2. On Polygraph Policy
3. Polygraphy Exposed
4. Polygraph Countermeasures
5. Grievance Procedures

• Appendices A – D
• Bibliography
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1.  On the Validity of the Polygraph

• Polygraph Screening
• False Positives and the Base Rate Problem
• Specific-Issue “Testing”
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2.  On Polygraph Policy

• Doesn’t the Government Know?
• The Joint Security Commission Report
• The Aldrich H. Ames Espionage Case
• The CIA’s Reaction to the Ames Case
• The FBI Reacts
• The FBI Reacts…Again
• The Department of Energy Polygraph Program
• On the DOE False Positive Rate
• On the DOE False Negative Rate
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2.  On Polygraph Policy (cont.)

• The Case of Wen Ho Lee
• The Department of Defense Polygraph Program
• The Case of Petty Officer Daniel M. King
• The Marine Embassy Guard Scandal
• Other Agencies
• If They Know Polygraphy is Unreliable, Why Do 

They Rely on It?
• Polygrapher Bias
• Inflation/Fabrication of Admissions
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2.  On Polygraph Policy (cont.)

• The Case of David A. Tenenbaum
• Predetermined Outcomes
• How Can They Be So Blind?
• A Modest Proposal
• Summary
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3.  Polygraphy Exposed

• The “Pre-Test” Interview
• The “Stim Test”
• Reviewing the “Test” Questions
• CIA Applicants Beware!
• Question Types
• Relevant Questions
• The “Sacrifice” Relevant Question
• Probable-Lie “Control” Questions
• Directed-Lie “Control” Questions
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3.  Polygraphy Exposed (cont.)

• Hypothetical “Control” Questions
• Concealed “Control” Questions
• Irrelevant Questions
• Symptomatic Questions
• The “In-Test” (Polygraph) Phase
• Chart Scoring
• The “Post-Test” Interrogation
• Other Polygraph Formats
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4.  Polygraph Countermeasures

• Just Say No
• Complete Honesty
• Two Types of Countermeasures
• Make No Admissions
• …And Sign No Statements
• Polygraph “Tests” are Interrogations
• Recognizing Common Interrogation Tactics
• Make a Good First Impression
• Arrive Early to Avoid Being Late
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4.  Polygraph CMs (cont.)

• A Warning to U.S. Secret Service Applicants
• Remember, You Are Being Watched
• The “Pre-Test” Interview
• How Polygraphers May Expect Truthful Subjects to 

Behave
• How Polygraphers May Expect Deceptive Subjects to 

Behave
• Mind Games
• “So What Do You Know About Polygraph Testing?”
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4.  Polygraph CMs (cont.)

• Tips for Identifying “Control” Questions
• Ambiguity in “Control” Questions
• “Read” the Polygrapher
• Want to Get Anything Off Your Chest?  No!
• Chart-Recording Manipulations
• Breathing Countermeasures
• Cardio Countermeasures
• Countermeasures and the “Stim Test”
• Practice Makes Perfect
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4.  Polygraph CMs (cont.)

• What About the Relevant Questions?
• Countermeasures and the Relevant/Irrelevant “Test”
• It’s Not Over Till It’s Over
• To Explain or Not to Explain Responses to Relevant 

Questions
• Don’t Stay for a “Post-Test”Interrogation
• Can’t Polygraphers Detect Countermeasures?
• What If I’m Accused of Employing Countermeasures?
• An Anecdote
• Keep Notes!
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5.  Grievance Procedures

• Start Keeping Records
• Write a Letter of Protest
• Report Abusive Behavior
• File a Privacy Act Request
• Write your Elected Representatives
• Investigate Legal Action
• Post Your Experience on the Internet
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Appendices

• Appendix A:  modified General Question 
“Test”

• Appendix B:  Zone Comparison “Test”
• Appendix C:  Sample Privacy Act Request 

Letter
• Appendix D:  Minnesota Polygraph Statute
• Bibliography
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Differences Between 
Williams & Maschke

• Williams
– Old-time examiner

• First-hand info
• Fossilized

– Operates alone
– Average intellect
– Average education
– Source:  Feedback from Ss
– Crusade driven by emotions

• Maschke
– Researcher, not examiner

• 2d hand info
• On the cutting edge

– Leader of a dedicated group
– Superior intellect
– Superior education
– Source: Scientific research
– Crusade driven by logic
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Case Study # 4: 
Sexual fraternization

U.S. Army CID
David Reisinger, examiner

May, 2002
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Case facts

• Location: Camp X-Ray, Guantanamo Bay, Cuba
• Date: 23 February 2002
• Scene:  A party in a barracks.
• Action:  A female ensign throws up after drinking too 

much.  She is helped upstairs by a male Sgt. so she can 
brush her teeth.  As they enter the room upstairs, they see a 
Lieutenant hastily climb off another Navy female ensign.  
The Lieutenant’s shorts are down around his thighs, 
exposing his buttocks.

• The two people entering turn around and leave.
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Investigation:
Conduct unbecoming an officer;
attempted adultery; false swearing

• The Lieutenant and the ensign admit being alone 
in the room together.  She said she was not feeling 
well and lay down on the bed.  The Lt. said he was 
present to make sure she was okay.

• Both denied engaging in any sexual activity.  The 
Lt. denied his shorts were down.

• He agreed to take a polygraph test, which occurred 
on May 30, 2002 at Ft. Benning, GA.
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The polygraph:
Pretest interview

• The Lieutenant was a 33 year old, married white 
male, with a college education.  He is an Army MP 
officer.  He served as an enlisted man prior attending 
OCS, with tours in the U.S., Korea, and Kuwait.

• He reported no medical or psychiatric problems; 
excellent health; no pain; no drugs or medication in 
last 24 hours.  No convictions.
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The polygraph:
Pretest interview

• He reported having had pre-employment 
polygraph tests, but never one from DOD.

• He reported he had not studied any literature 
concerning the polygraph in an effort to 
prepare for the exam.

• When asked what he knows about the 
polygraph, he replied, “As much as you do.”
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The test

• David Reisinger conducted an acquaintance 
[numbers] test followed by a 3-chart Zone 
Comparison Test.

• During question review, Dave referred to 
the 3 RQs and 3 CQs as the “six relevant 
questions.”  He introduced 3 irrelevant 
questions as “comparison questions.”

• On the numbers test, the Lt. chose no. 5.
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Numbers test
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ZCT question list

1A. Are you now sitting down?
2. Regarding whether you had any sexual contact with that 

woman, are you going to answer the questions 
truthfully?

E3. Are you convinced I will not ask any unreviewed 
question?

1D. Are you now in the U.S.?
C4. OTWYTMA, before this year, did you ever lie to anyone 

in a position of authority?
1C. Are the lights on in this room?
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ZQT question list

R5. DYH any sexual contact with that woman?
C6. Before this year, DYE lie to avoid getting into trouble?
R7. DYH any sexual contact with that woman in that room?
E8. Is there something you are afraid I will ask you a

question about, even though I told you I would not?
1B. Do you sometimes drink water?
C9. OTWYTMA, before this year, DYE betray anyone’s

trust by lying to them?
R10. DYH your shorts down when you were with that woman?
1A. Are you now sitting down?
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Chart I-1 (first third)
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Chart I-1 (2nd third)
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Chart I-1 (3rd third)
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Chart I-2 (1st half)
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Chart I-2 (2nd half)
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Chart I-4 (2nd half, playing with him)
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Lykken’s advice
Tremor in the Blood, (2d Ed., 1998) Chap. 19, Pp. 273-279.

• Inhibit RQ reactions
– Some can do it; very difficult for most, 

probably impossible for many.
• Know Q sequence in advance
• Desensitization through rehearsal

• More effective to create CQ reactions
– Rules require examiner to clear you, no matter 

how big your RQ reactions, if CQ reactions 
bigger.
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Lykken’s advice

• RQs: Sit calmly, breathe regularly
• CQs:

– Bite tongue or lip    - or -
– Tighten anal sphincter  - or -
– Strongly contract toes  - or -
– Step on tack secreted in shoe  - or -
– Subtract 7s seriatim from 924

• Don’t:
– Tense arm or stomach muscles
– Cough or hold breath or move around

• Better, permanent solution: work to abolish all polygraph testing
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The M & S Countermeasure Chapter

George W. Maschke
Gino J. Scalabrini
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3 overall strategies

• Refuse to take test
• Tell E you know about TLBTLD & CQTs
• Countermeasure like to the max
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What not to do!

• Don’t take drugs (e.g. Mepropbamate)
• Don’t rub antiperspirant on fingertips
• Don’t use meditation or hypnosis
• Don’t wiggle toes
• Don’t flex arms or cough
• Don’t put tack in shoe
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Behavioral CMs
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Make favorable first impression

• Conservative haircut
• Dress professionally
• Polish your shoes
• Women: wear make-up, but not too much
• Be friendly.  Smile.  Look examiner in eye
• Answer Qs directly, w/ confidence and w/o 

hesitation.  Don’t mumble
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Waiting room behavior

• Arrive early.  USSS: eat good breakfast
• Don’t fidget while waiting
• Read something highbrow

– The Economist
– Scientific American
– New York Review of Books
– A bestselling novel or professional book

• Or bring a briefcase with paperwork to work on
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Pretest Interview

• Make no admissions!
– Except minor ones to the controls
– Sign no statements; e.g. I used MJ no more than x times at the very 

most.

• [M&S explain common interrogation strategies.  
Examiners play mind games to establish dominance.  Play 
along.  Let him think he’s in control.]

• Keep your answers short 
– yes or no, where appropriate.
– Avoid “Yes, basically” or “not really.”
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“So what do you know about the polygraph?”

• Don’t argue about the validity of this voodoo science
• I heard on TV that they’re almost always accurate when used 

by a skilled examiner.  Is that right?
• A friend of mine in law enforcement said not to worry, just go 

in and tell the truth, and you’ll have no problem.
• I understand that polygraphs are a lot more accurate than those 

voice stress analyzers
• I read in the paper that the polygraph has been constantly 

improving with time and that the latest computerized 
polygraphs are very reliable
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“So what do you know about the polygraph?”

• When I was in grade school, a polygraph examiner came and 
gave a demonstration to my class and showed us how the test 
is done using my teacher as a volunteer.  She lied about a card 
she had picked, and the examiner caught her lie and was even 
able to figure out exactly which card she had picked!

• I heard it caught O.J. in a lie!
• I really don’t understand how polygraph tests work.
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Working up CQs

• M&S explain how to recognize CQs
– Directed lie:  Examiner tells you what they are
– Probable lie:

• Cannot be answered 100% truthfully with a “no”  by the 
average person

• Ambiguous, scope not clearly defined
• Often preceded by a modifier, e.g. OTWYTMA

– Read the examiner’s demeanor
• Tries to manipulate you into a denial
• When you ask for clarification, is he specific or evasive?
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Chart countermeasures:
Respiration

• Breathing is monitorable from moment sensors 
attached.

• Don’t breathe slowly & deeply; breathe 15-30/min
• Continue this pattern long after last Q asked
• On test, use any of the 12 respiratory reactions taught 

by DoDPI
– Start the moment you recognize a CQ or immediately after 

your answer
– Change should last 5 – 20 secs

• Do not take a deep breath at any such manipulation!
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DoDPI respiratory criteria
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DoDPI respiratory criteria
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DoDPI Respiratory criteria
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DoDPI respiratory criteria
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DoDPI respiratory criteria
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DoDPI respiratory criteria
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DoDPI respiratory criteria
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DoDPI respiratory criteria
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DoDPI respiratory criteria
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Cardio/EDR countermeasures

• Anal sphincter
– Onset: as soon as you recognize a CQ or 

immediately after your answer.
– Duration: 8 – 20 secs
– Intensity:  submaximal; a little goes a long way
– Do not simultaneously tighten legs or flex 

buttocks; movement sensors can detect that.
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Cardio/EDR countermeasures

• Bite side of tongue
– Do it slowly
– Hard enough to produce moderate pain
– Do it 8 – 20 secs after recognition or answer
– If you start when you first recognize a CQ, 

pause long enough to answer the question, then 
resume. 

– Practice in front of mirror
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Cardio/EDR countermeasures

• Think exciting thoughts
– Falling off a cliff
– An encounter with a rattlesnake
– Being raped at knifepoint
– Square root of 223

• Start upon recognition of CQ or answer
• Continue 8 – 20 secs
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Countermeasuring the stim test

• React to the number you actually picked
– This makes the examiner think you really are a 

“screamer” and he won’t be surprised when you 
react strongly to the CQs.
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What about the relevant Qs?

• Don’t worry!  You are in control, not the 
examiner.

• Breathe normally.
• Reaction okay as long a CQ reactions are 

larger.
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Countermeasuring the RI test

• Don’t worry!
• Test evaluation is subjective; behavioral CMs are 

of increased importance.
• Make no admissions!
• Prevent “consistent, specific, significant” by 

producing responses to 2 differing groups of 2 
RQs within the different chart presentations.
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Oct. 4, 2002
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PassaPolygraph.com

• Started about Jul/Aug 2002
• Run by 

– Steve Mickelson 
• Examiner for state troopers & local PD in Pacific NW
• 4,000 examinations: 85% pre-employment, 15% crim

– Peter Andrews
• Federal examiner
• 2,500 criminal suspects

– Kyle Hunter
• CVSA examiner
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PassaPolygraph testimonials
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Respiraory CMs
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Breathing pattern 1: Apnea
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Breathing pattern # 2
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Breathing pattern # 3
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Breathing pattern 4
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Breathing pattern 5
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Breathing pattern 6
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Controlling the GSR

• It’s hard to control.  Don’t try to.
• It will follow the cardio manipulation.
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The cardio [& GSR]

• On CQs:
– Slowly tighten anal sphincter 40 to 50% of normal 

over 4-5 secs;
– Then slowly relax sphincter over 4-5 secs
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CM detection principles

• ALWAYS be alert for CMs, especially behavioral CMs.
• Look for clusters of CM indicators.  Don’t stop looking 

after finding one.
• Look for an underlying strategy, and any shifts in that 

strategy.
– Provides invaluable insight into S’s knowledgeability.
– Provides clues as to source of knowledge, e.g. Williams or M&S
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CM detection principles: pneumo

• Respiration is of renewed value in chart 
interpretation as a CM indicator -- especially 
Williams’.

• Thoracic respiration usually more productive.
– When you see significant, unusual reactions on 

CQs…watch out!
• Look for abrupt offsets.
• Look for artifacts within controlled reactions that 

may correlate with other CMs, e.g. biting tongue or 
anal sphincter.
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CM detection principles: cardio

• Correlate cardio with respiration to help 
diagnose cause of suspcious reactions;  e.g., 
sudden respiratory artifact may signify 
onset or offset of sphincter contraction.
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CM detection principles

• Decision-making begins, not ends, with numerical 
scoring.

• Look at all physiological information in the 
charts!
– Tonic HR; tonic respiratory rates;
– Tonic lability: cardio, pneumo, & EDA
– Changes within charts
– Changes across charts

• If CMs are suspected, I recommend you set aside 
an NDI numerical score; report your suspicion –
but not the detailed rationale behind it.
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CM principles

• Once you’ve determined the presence of CMs, 
evaluate the charts without reference to the CQs, 
looking for consistent, significant reactions to 
any of the relevant questions.
– This can provide insight into the motivation to apply 

CMs, help distinguish between CMs and 
manipulation.
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Differentiating between
Williams’ vs  M & S’s followers

• Behavioral symptoms
– Post-test:  reactions, how & when leaving

• Chart analysis
– Respiratory patterns

• DGW’s 5 patterns, 
• Holding suggests DGW; avoidance suggests nothing

– CMs on irrelevants suggests DGW; avoidance suggests 
M&S

• Note:  Doing something or not doing something may also 
indicate a failure to read instructions properly; failure to 
understand them; inattention, forgetfulness, or stupidity.
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GM v DGW 6/5/03
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Differences between DGWs & GM’s advice 6/5/03
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Back to CM overview
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Taxonomy (Barland & Krapohl, 1996; Barland 1999)

• Chart
– Mental
– Physical
– Pharmacological/Chemical

• Non-chart: 
– Behavioral 
– Operational
– Third Party

All:  Low-, mid-, & high-level sophistication
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• Point
– Mental  (some)
– Physical (most)

• State
– Mental (dissociation, hypnotic amnesia)
– Physical (SDB)
– Pharmacological & Chemical
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Chart CM Taxonomy

• Physical
• Mental
• Pharmaceutical & chemical
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Physical CMs
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Physical CMs

• Breathing
– DBs, SDB, coughs, CT, irregular

• Motor movements 
– (press toes to floor, tense arm, Valsalva maneuver)

• Internal movements, e.g. anal sphincter

• Pain
– Bite lip or tongue
– tack in shoe

• Note:  All Physical CMs include a strong mental component.
(Barland, 1994) 
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Physical CMs:  Resp

• SDB probably most common low-level CM.
– Not all SDB is CM; may be stress control
– Both innocent & guilty want to “keep everything even.”

• Normal (95%) rate: 10 to 24 CPM; only 2 1/2% below 10
– Gordon’s Golden Rule:  Most respiration 12 BPM or slower is controlled.  

• Periodic DBs: Pattern reveals Goal, strategy,  sophistication
– Random Low:  Disrupt charts; goal is inconclusive
– RQs Low:  Disrupt charts; goal is inconclusive
– Neutral Qs Low:  Overshadow RQs; goal is NDI
– CQs Mid, High:  Overshadow RQs; goal is NDI

• Look for learning curve
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Respiratory CM example - Low level

• Man suspected of shipping weapons overseas w/o 
authorization.

• RQs dealt with whether he knew a weapon was in 
the package he sent.

• CQs dealt with prior postal mis-shipments.
• Examiner noted increased resp rate on Q3, outside 

issue question.  Possible CM?
• On final chart, E inserted IQ into sequence.
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K.  Simmons: Jan 1996

Gun smuggling case
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Respiratory CM example - Mid-level

• A convicted child abuser was in a treatment 
program.  He failed 4 or 5 “maintenance” exams 
re whether he had made full disclosure.  He 
claimed he was innocent of the original 
molestation that he had initially admitted to .  

• After repeated, obvious respiratory CMs on the 
CQs, examiner Simmons interrogated.

• The subject admitted having gotten CM info from 
the Internet. 
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Sexual molestation 
Simmons: Aug 1998
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Detecting physical CMs

• Movement bar
• Observe S between Qs

– Use video camera or assistant examiner
• Movement artifacts on chart
• Suspicious tracings: SDB, DBs, etc

– Surreptitiously record respiration

• Debrief confessed Ss
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If you suspect MCMs...

Most  CM  “hits” are TPs.  Many “non-hits” are FNs

• If you think someone is using CMs...        
he probably is!

• If you think someone’s not using CMs…     

maybe he is, maybe he isn’t.
• In a high-level CM environment, DI means DI; NDI means NO.
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Mental 
CMs
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Mental CMs:
Excitatory

• Exciting thoughts on CQs. Point
– Emotional imagery
– Mental arithmetic, cognition
– Visualization

• Hypnosis
– arousal levels Point
– amnesia State

• Note: biofeedback is not a CM per se; it is a method of training 

used in mental & physical CMs.
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DLC breathing:
Signature of a mental CM

• Can be caused by mental CMs
– Indicates intense mental activity

• Mental arithmetic
• Visualizing a scene

• Defined
– Not an OR

• Often breathes deeper, faster
– Looks unusual, not like a “normal”  PLCQ response
– Baseline(s) often shift and/or desynchronize

• Extreme example:
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S 2  Gu + CMS 2:  Gu + CM
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Inhibitory

• Relaxing thoughts/imagery on RQs. Point

• Rationalization State or point
• Dissociation State
• Desensitization/Conditioning  State
• Hypnotic amnesia State
• Placebos (Prayer, charms, Cola) State
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Rationalization

• S convinces self the RQ doesn’t apply:  “I can 
answer that truthfully.”
– Keeler, 1934:    DY kill Mary?
– Barland, 1987:  HY committed an act of espionage?

• ACMs:  
– Word RQ to specific act; gut level
– Have S word RQ and/or define it.
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Dissociation

• Ignore emotional content of RQ by concentrating on 
spot on wall, answering automatically.

• Detection: vacant stare, delayed answers, soft 
answers, may look hypnotized.

• CCMs:  
– On POT, GKT have S repeat critical noun or verb
– Reword Qs to require some “yes” answers
– Ask unreviewed Qs after forewarning
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Detection of mental CMs

• Staring fixedly into space
• Long pause before answering
• Answers very softly
• Lips moving (silent prayer), furrowed brow
• DLC breathing
• Debrief confessed Ss
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Mental CCMs

• General instructions: (1).  “You’re doing s.t., and that’s 
making things look bad.  As long as you’re telling the truth, you 
don’t need to ‘do’ a.t. else to get through the test.” 
– Challenge:  “What am I doing?”
– Answer:      “You know perfectly well what you’re doing.”

• (2).   “You’re still doing that.  If you don’t knock it off, I’ll have 
to include that in my report.  Remember: As long as you’re 
telling the truth….”

• Dissociation: Reword Qs to require mixed answers.  If still no 
responses, ask unreviewed Qs after so informing S.

• Imagery (DLC brthg):  If using DLCs, switch to PLCs.
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Pharmacological
Taken internally

• Drugs of abuse
• “uppers”, stimulants
• Anxiolytics, tranquilizers, “downers”, alcohol
• Beta-blockers - target cardio
• Rx medications - not necessarily CMs
• OTC medications - ditto
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Psychological effect  (Arther, 1998)

• Aside from the pharmacological effect, 
what psychological -- placebo -- effect does 
the drug have?
– Truthful person (Rx):    None.
– Guilty person   (CM):    Could be significant.
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Detecting drugs

• Behavior (pretest):  Note unusual pupillary diameter, 
slurred speech, rapid/slow speech, posture, motor activity.

• Charts:  Unusually flat, labile, or plunging GSR;  
Unusually flat cardio or steady HR.  Cheyne-Stokes 
respiration.

• Urine specimen:  With QC approval, keep cups in desk 
drawer.  Get specimen if charts suggest drugs.

• Debrief confessed Ss. 
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Cheyne-Stokes respiration

Cyclical waxing, waning of amplitude interspersed with 
apneas independent of Qs

Occurs when normal reflexes are abolished; last ditch effort 
by body to keep breathing.  Often a precursor to death.  
Sometimes caused by drug overdose.
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Drug CCMs

• If test N.O. or NDI, reschedule.  Instruct S not to 
take non-prescribed drugs.  Get urine specimen at 
outset of retest.

• Include drug Q on retest.
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Chemical
Applied externally, degrade EDA

• Antiperspirants
• Hand lotions - not necessarily a CM
• Hair gel / oil sheen
• Shoe polish; gun oil
• Barriers (Liquid Gloves, paper)
• Soap under armpit - mental component

• BenGay - ditto
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M Y T H S
What we used to know... but it just ain’t so!

• If someone tries to move, we’ll see either the 
movements themselves or movement 
artifacts.

• If someone has taken enough downers to 
affect the test, you can tell it just by looking 
at him.

• CMs are not effective against an 
experienced examiner.
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What we do know

• Except for refusing to take the test, there is no “silver bullet” which guarantees 
success; merely shifts in probabilities -- even with high level CMs.

• It is easy to create realistic-looking reactions at will.

• It’s hard to suppress genuine reactions.

• CQ methodology is known to the educated public, especially those motivated 
to search the Internet.  Incidence of mid-level CMs is rapidly increasing.

• The gap between mid- and low level CMs is widening; between mid- and high 
level CMs is decreasing.
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Knowledgeability of Subject

• Determines strategies, types of CMs you will encounter.

• Varies along continuum from naïve to sophisticated.

– Low level Not taught  Usually easy to detect.
– Mid level Self  taught Can be hard to detect.
– High levelTrained Usually hard to detect.
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Catalogs

• Delta Press
PO Box 1625
El Dorado, AZ 71731

1-800-852-4445
www.deltapress.com

Never Say Lie  $19.95
Beat the Box   $  7.95

• Paladin Press
PO Box 1307
Boulder, CO 80306

1-800-392-2400
www.paladin-press.com

Never Say Lie  $ 19.95
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30 Jul 98
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Low, Mid- & High level CMs
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Low level CMs
The kind we love to see!

• User: Lower class criminal; stupid!

• Sources: Friends, booklets

• Strategy: No real plan.  Flies by seat of pants. Goal:  
Inconclusive or NDI.

– CQT only a vague concept
– Believes he can control only respiration
– Primarily clumsy physical CMs, street drugs or tranq.
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Low level CMs (Cont)

•Strategy evolves, sometimes radically
–Initially to disrupt RQs or entire chart

•Movement distortion
•Erratic breathing
•Drugs

–Later to enhance CQs
•Movements, breathing, exciting thoughts

•Easily detected, countered.  Behavior easily influenced by E.
•Effectiveness:  FN rate about 10% (i.e. unchanged) unless 
Examiner is naive. 
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Known Facts: low level

• Many Gu Ss try them.  Honts: 40% to 60%

• Easy to detect  (except drugs).

– Movement artifacts

– Erratic respiration (DBs, SDB, wandering baseline) 

• Largely ineffective or counterproductive (especially 

when identified).
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Low level chart case

• USPS female on night shift claimed she was 
raped OTJ by male colleague.  He admitted 
sex, claimed she initiated it; it was consensual.

• Polygraphed Mar 98.
• Pretest:  Normal.  He was 31, stocky build, 

avg. intel.
• RQ:  Did she grope you about the crotch area?
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USPS:  rape, Mar 98. 
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Analysis
• Randomly tensed, relaxed arm muscle under 

cardio cuff (pressed down on arm rest?)

– Plan A:  Create big reactions throughout chart to dwarf 
those caused by deception. 

Or 

– Plan B:  Disrupt chart to make test uninterpretable 
• Controlled breathing
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Between chart 1 & 2

• Subject complained of cuff pressure.
• Examiner allowed subject to place arms on 

lap.

Next chart….
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USPS:  rape, Mar 98.  Ch 2
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Analysis

• Behavioral CM designed to shorten test, make 
examiner cut corners, resulted in bonus: degraded 
cardio channel.
– No chart CM evident in cardio.  Cardio/respiratory 

physical interaction.
• Respiratory CM: slow breathing trying (without 

complete success) to keep everything even.
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Mid level CMs
The kind we sometimes see

• User:  Professional criminal; white collar
• Sources: libraries, internet
• Strategy:  Has specific plan before exam: create

reactions to CQs.  Goal:  NDI outcome
– Physical, mental, or pharmaceutical CMs
– Learning curve, but strategy basically constant
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Mid-level CMs:
Common tactics

• Physical:
– Press toes to floor
– Anal sphincter
– Decoy respiratory responses

• Mental
– Arithmetic
– exciting thoughts

• Drugs:  tranquilizer (esp. anxiolytic)
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Mid-level CMs:
Detection

• Patterns (clusters) of behavior
– Pretest, test, post-test
– Drugs, mental, physical, behavioral

• Patterns of reactions (strategy apparent)
• Learning curve
• Reactions “too good to be true”

– too big
– don’t habituate
– too similar; lack normal variability
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Mid-level case

• Female USPS accountant claimed she was 
raped while en route home from night shift.  
She later received threatening notes at work.

• Admitted making false allegation years earlier.  
• When asked to provide handwriting samples, 

she researched topic in library before giving 
samples.
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USPS case 2, cont.

• Pretest:  Intelligent, pretty, cooperative.
• Q: “DY read up on pg before test?”

A:  “Uh… No.  The library was closed.”
• Nothing else unusual.
• RQ:  “DYK the name of the person who caused any 

of those injuries to your face o/a Dec 31st?”
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USPS:  “rape” victim, Feb 98
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Analysis

• Deliberate respiratory holding on Q3.
• Big cardio response, but not suspiciously so 

per se.
• HR fast (96 bpm) somewhat more 

suggestive of guilt than innocence (not a 
CM indicator).  Not suspicious per se.

• Do these clusters appear throughout test?
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USSS murder case

• A detective’s ex-wife was killed.  His alibi was 
that he spent night with his girl friend.

• Girl friend examined on polygraph.
• Pretest unremarkable.
• After pretest, 

– asked “DY want me to take my shoes off?”
– Went to bathroom; limped out.
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USSS murder case

15 Mar 98
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How CMs discovered

• Charts were inconclusive (-2).
• Interrogated 6 hrs as if DI.

– “I know you’re using CMs.”
– “What am I doing?”
– “IDK for sure, but probably moving your leg.”

• No confession.
• Did confess 2-3 days later to police.
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What she did

• So it couldn’t be traced to her, she had a police 
friend order Doug Williams’ CM booklet.

• Said she contracted anal sphincter on CQs.
• Denied using tack.
• My assessment:  She probably started off using 

both tack & AS, but soon stopped using tack 
because of pain.   (During interrogation, examiner 
never checked shoes for tack.)
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High level CMs
The kind we never see

• Don’t worry about them

– Almost impossible to detect

– Rarely applied in criminal settings

• Require unethical examiner
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Detection of mental CMs

• DLC breathing
– Baseline “disconnects,” wanders
– Reaction “looks different”

• Apnea wanders
• Breathes faster, deeper

• Lower, upper pneumos disconnect
• Massive cardio reaction.  “Too good to be true”
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S 2  Gu + CMS 2:  Gu + CM
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S 19:  Gu+CM
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DLCs from a CM perspective 

• “On this directed lie question, I want you to think about your lie 
before answering.  I want you to visualize your lie.”
You are identifying the CQ for the S and telling him how to enhance 
his reaction to it.  If an unethical examiner were to tell your S to do 
that without your knowledge, he would be training him how to beat 
you.   In a very real sense, 
when you use the DLC on a guilty subject, you are training him how 
manipulate the size of his reactions; how to beat you.
Some examiners compound this by reinforcing this coaching between 
charts, emphasizing the DLCs but not the RQs!!
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Variables influencing
Effectiveness of CMs

CMs are not an “all or none” phenomenon.                    
Degrees of effectiveness are the norm.

Under  control  of:
Subject Examiner

S’s skill at using CMs XXXX
Type of CM employed XXX X
Type of test used X XXX
E’s skill at ACM/CCMs XXXX
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Counter-countermeasures

CM
& Anti-countermeasures
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• An examiner can use Counter-
countermeasures and anti-countermeasures

• What’s the difference between CCMs and 
ACMs?
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Counter-countermeasures 
(CCMs)

• Any action taken specifically by an examiner 
to verify or negate a suspected 
countermeasure

• Urine specimen to identify drugs

• “Yes”  answered Qs on RI test
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Anti-Countermeasures (ACMs)
-- Lynn Marcy (about 1990)

• Any action taken routinely by an examiner to 
identify or negate potential CMs

• Urine specimen to identify drugs

• “Yes” answered Qs on RI test

The distinction between ACMs and CCMs lies not in the action 
taken,  but in the reason for the action
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CCM goals of the Examiner

• Always look for CMs.
• Discourage inno Ss from using CMs.  (Pretest)

• Channel Gu use of low level CMs.   (Disinformation; DLC)

• Deter mid-level CM use (Competence;  Movement bar).

• Detect, identify, report suspected CMs.
• Debrief confessed Ss re CMs; report.
• Become expert on CMs, ACMs, CCMs.
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Marcy’s  Pretest  ACM

• Designed to behaviorally differentiate 
between guilty, innocent subjects.
– Invite naïve guilty Ss to use low level CMs
– Preclude innocent Ss from using CMs

• Doing things distort test, can cause  inconclusive 
results.  Promise me you won’t ‘do’ anything to 
try to help me. 
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Another pre-test ACM

• Refer to the irrelevant Q as a CQ.
– I need a question on the test which can serve as 

a control…one which I know absolutely, 
positively you’re telling the truth to:  “Are you 
sitting down?”

• Consider inserting another irrelevant Q at 
the end of the chart under the same pretext 
to see if he tries to create a reaction.
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ACMs -- Pretest

Ask what S knows about CMs:

“John, everybody knows somebody who had a 
friend who heard of someone who was able to 
beat the polygraph.  What ways have you heard 
about, that a person could beat the test if he 
really had to?”

-- Barland, 1975
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ACMs -- Pretest

• Ask Subject what he has read about the 
polygraph on the Internet.

• Follow it up with what he’s read about CMs 
on the Internet.

- David Reisinger, 1999
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ACMs -- Pretest

After discussing S’s CM ideas, caution him: 

“Countermeasures are usually 
discovered during the exam or during 
quality control.  When identified, they will 
be reported as such.”

-- FIPS, 25 Jun 97
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Another ACM!

• Include drug question on test.

“HY taken any drugs or pills today in order 
to beat the test?”
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Yet another ACM!

• In-test, watch S like a hawk!
– Arrange room so you can 

observe S’s chin, fingers, 
abdomen, toes.

– Focus on S between Qs,   not
on computer screen.
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An important CCM

• When GSR is flat or plunging…
or you have any other reason to suspect 
drugs...

Have urine specimen analyzed.

Get specimen bottles from lab, keep in desk.
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Shin Bet, Mossad CCM test (Bruck, 1997; Costi, 1999)

Is CM targeted to conceal deception on RQ (Guilty S) 
or CQ (Innocent S)?

• Run two additional charts [C/IR & R/IR]
– First contains no RQs
– Second contains no CQs

• If  CMs on CIR but not RIR: S knows what CQs are
• If  CMs on RIR but not CIR: S is guilty
• If  CMs on irrels, drop them, run only CQs, then RQs
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Report CMs

• When you encounter purposeful non-
cooperation (PNC), report it as such. This 
should be your agency’s policy.  Don’t run 
excess charts in the hopes it will clear up.  

-- FIPS, 25 Jun 97.
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Re-exams

• When S needs to be re-examined to clarify 
NO or DI results, don’t tell him which 
question(s) were bothering him.  If it was 
the wrong question, it reassures the guilty 
person.  (E.g. Ames)

-- FIPS, 25 Jun 97.
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Talk!

• Following every confession, 
debrief subject on how he tried 
to beat polygraph.

PLEASE…let me know what you learn! 

Barland@DirecWay.com  (note: no “t”)
801.943.3360
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Barland’s Golden Rules

*  In high risk CM environments,     
DI means DI, NDI means NO.
• Pg is security hurdle; can only bring bad news
• Little confidence in NDI results
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How you can support me

• Send me copies of 
confirmed CM usage.
– Floppy disk
– Report/memo
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2 final words of advice….

• Don’t become paranoid.  
– Not everybody is engaging in 

countermeasures!

• The polygraph is a surprisingly robust test.
– It works remarkably well most of the time on 

most people in most situations, even with 
competence-challenged examiners.
• Exception:  When the subject is applying 

appropriate CMs
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That’s all for now, folks!

• We have a long way to 
go in understanding 
and countering CMs.  
But the journey has 
begun, and we are far 
ahead of where we 
were ten years ago.


